Advertising Contract
Name ____________________________________________________________
Business Name_______________________________________________________
Phone____________________________ Second Contact ___________________________
Address ________________________________________________
State _________________________ Zip___________________
This Donation is for Laps for love and is a donation . Laps for Love will agree to put Advertising
space on a Motor Sport Vehicle and is not binding for any payment or committed of advertising
space on vehicle until after Printing of Advertisers Decal, Wrap, or Advertising. There is no
implied commitment for signing up with Laps for Loves program, other then a non-complete
cause with Clients (advertisers, drivers) within the Laps for Love list, any violation,
underbidding, or going around Laps for Love program Drivers or advertisers agree to pay Laps
for 20% of any Monetary, value for exchange, or income.
Signing up to be a Advertiser under this agreement does not imply a commitment to use one of
laps for love cars, drivers or motorsports vehicle until driver, team or Racer has verbally agreed
to that race on date agreed to. Nor does this agreement imply that Laps for Love will be able to
get driver, team or Racer an advertiser for every race, track, or date. Commitment by Laps for
Love or driver, team or Racer only starts when driver, team or Racer has been informed of a
possible advertiser and has committed to display that advertisers decal, wrap, or advertising on
vehicle for date of race agreed on or a refund will be issued. Driver, team or Racer will be
informed of possible advertiser and after verbal commitment to race, date and track Laps for love
will order Decal, wrap or advertising and a print authorization will be made after payment. No
refund will be made nor implied for any race if vehicle displays decal, wrap or advertising on
vehicle during race after starting official start, and only a no show may result in refund payment,
but laps for Love will have the chance, authorization and permission to change drivers, vehicle or
car if for some reason the original can not start race, before a refund is paid, Donation agreement
is for race and date (not the driver, car, or team). Laps for Love logo or name will be displayed
on every advertisers ad or on the car at all times
Driver, team or Racer are responsible for having decal, wrap, or advertising applied to vehicle in
a professional manner, by applying themselves or by a professional, Laps for will try and find a
location for applying decal, wrap or advertising but due to the demographics of this program this
service can not be guaranteed. Laps for Love is only responsible for ordering printing,
coordinating (between drivers, cars, teams, races, and advertisers).
I authorize Laps for Love to contact me and release my information to Drivers, teams, and
vehicle owners on my information. Laps for Love will not release or sell my information to
anyone other then stated here in.
Sign

I wish to Sponsor for one race or several races (please circle)
Date or dates you wish to advertise (list or write any)
Tracks you wish to advertise at (name track or city area within 50 miles)
Space, size, amount of advertising requested (Please Circle) 19x25=475 46x15=690
30x15=450 11x24=264 45x37=1665 30x23=690 42x30=1260
43x39=1677
I want only Televised races
I want only non televised races
I don’t care
I am interested in donating and advertising on a transport Vehicle (tow vehicle) (trailers) (semi
Trucks) (enclosed trailer)

